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wELcoME
Welcome to Ruben Neves goals on the map. 
Your task is to watch some of my “spectacular goals” attached 
and mark them on the map. There will be two types of tasks:

1:  Find the logo of the team I scored against 
and locate them on the map. 

2:  Mark on the pitch where I scored the goal from, how 
many yards it was and what zone it was scored in.

You get 1pt for every correct answer.

GOOD
LUCK!



Ruben Neves

ToP GOaLS





1	

TasK 1
In order of 1-12 you must watch 
“my goals” and locate the logo 
from the previous screen and 
mark the number on the map 
where the logo should be. 

E.G 1: Hull City 

P.S.. There is one team that 
is not from England – do 
you know who it is and 
where they are from?



Hull	city	
26Yards	

TasK 2
Well done in completing task No:1. Now you have 
the order that the goals were scored in and the 
logo’s for each team, you must now identify 
what zone each goal was scored in marking 
it on the pitch with the name of the team 
and how many yards from goal it was.

E.G 1:Hull City, Zone 13, 26 yards

Key:
6 Yards first box
12 Yards Penalty Spot 
18 Yards second box



Super Effort,

wELL DoNE!



Resources attached below



RUBEN NEVES
GOALS ON THE MAP
Welcome to Ruben Neves goals on the map. Your task is to 
watch some of my “spectacular goals” attached and mark 
them on the map. There will be two types of tasks:

1:  Find the logo of the team I scored against 
and locate them on the map. 

2:  Mark on the pitch where I scored the goal from, how 
many yards it was and what zone it was scored in.

The link to the video is: https://youtu.be/lomATJG2nQs 

Good Luck! 



RUBEN NEVES
GOALS ON THE MAP
Task1: Draw a line from the football badge 
to where it is located on the map.
(E.G Hull City)

Bonus: Which team is from Spain?



Task2: Draw a line from the football badge to the zone the goal 
was scored in with the distance in yards. (E.G Hull City)

28 Yards


